A Historian Looks Back
By Jean Luddy
After serving as the Director of the Vernon Historical
Society’s Museum since 1972, Dr. Ardis Abbott is stepping
down from the position. As Museum Director “Emeritus”,
she will still serve on the Executive Board. She will remain a
member of the Museum Committee to share her expertise
with museum volunteers. She will also continue to serve the
Town of Vernon as the Municipal Historian.
Recently Dr. Abbott was interviewed for an oral
history interview by Jean Luddy, the newly appointed
Museum Director. The interview focused on Dr. Abbott’s
role in managing the growing collection in the Museum, her
influence in helping the Society to move its present location
from the tiny space at the Prospect Street building, and her
work on local history projects.
Early in her tenure as Director, Dr. Abbott
introduced proper collection management techniques and
preservation protocols to museum volunteers. Documents, printed materials and photographs are
wrapped in acid free paper for storage in acid free boxes. Textiles and clothing are wrapped in
acid free tissue before being placed in large acid free boxes. Objects such as paintings, china,
tools, toys, diaries, and other three dimensional items require certain procedures for preservation.
The collection has been cataloged for access by visitors and researchers. Starting in the early
years with standard index cards, the collection’s records have now been moved to a
computerized catalog.
Among her many achievements, the Survey of Architectural Resources done of historic
buildings in Rockville, Vernon Center, and Talcottville has brought her the most satisfaction. In
1978, Dr. Abbott and architect Robert Hurd decided to take an inventory of historic buildings in
Rockville. They recognized that the former city still had a significant number of “contributing
buildings”, those that provided an understanding of the history of the city. After receiving a grant
from the Connecticut Historical Commission, they focused their survey on buildings in the center
of Rockville that were shown on several historic maps of the city.
A series of maps dating from 1853 to 1899
exist that depict the actual “footprint” of the buildings
on each lot. These maps reveal the progression of
development in Rockville and were used to determine
an estimate or “circa” date of when the building was
constructed. Certain buildings were chosen from the
following streets: Brooklyn, East Main, Elm, Grove,
Linden Place, Park Place, Park, Prospect, School,
Union, Vernon Avenue, Village, West and West Main.
After this survey was positively received, Dr.
Abbott and Mr. Hurd applied for another grant so they
could cover all the “contributing buildings” shown on
the maps that were in the boundaries for the City of
Rockville as shown in the 1899 map of the City. A
number of 20th century “contributing buildings” built
up to 1933 (50 years before the start of the survey)
were added to the Rockville total number.
Close up from the 1872 map showing the intersection of Grove and East Main Street where the Dart
and Belding mills and later Amerbelle are. Residences along Pleasant and Mountain Street are visible.

In addition, Abbott and Hurd used this grant to expand their work to significant buildings in the
mill villages of Vernon Center and Talcottville. In all more than 900 buildings along 50 streets
were analyzed, photographed and researched.
Volunteers were necessary to carry out the many tasks involved in the project. Dr. Abbott
handled the historical research assisted by volunteer researchers. Mr. Hurd brought his
background in architecture to the endeavor. Volunteers from the Society pitched in. Dot Peabody
organized the notes that Abbott and Hurd took as they evaluated each building. She filled out a
draft of each Building and Structures Survey Form. The final copy of this form was typed out by
Nancy Herold. Mrs. Herold, the Mayor’s secretary at the time, took the forms home to prepare
for the submission. Dr. Abbott photographed each building and developed the prints in her
darkroom on the third floor of her house. For the “Significance” place on the form, Dr. Abbott
used local city directories and census information to determine who was living in residential
buildings in 1900. Other biographical information was added if located. After the survey was
submitted and approved, the former City of Rockville was designated by the National Register of
Historic Places as a National Historic District in September of 1984. Little did Dr. Abbott and
Mr. Hurd know that the entire project would take 5 years.
Dr. Abbott feels that the survey and the subsequent designation
of Rockville as a National Historic District increased the visibility of the
Historical Society in the community. She and Mr. Hurd would devote
one day a week to going street by street to analyze and photograph each
structure. They talked to homeowners and passersby as they did their
work. Some were Rockville natives who were pleased that their
neighborhood was getting some positive attention. Others were
newcomers who knew little about Rockville’s history.
After the survey was complete, a “circa” date had now been
established for each building. The Society sponsored the House Sign Project where building
owners could purchase a sign with the building’s date. Many buildings on the survey
subsequently were marked with dated house signs.
The national movement toward historic preservation started in the 1960s and it was partly
fueled by the changes brought to cities through Urban Renewal projects. After older buildings
had been torn down, neighborhoods redesigned, and residents displaced, people started to
question the wisdom of these radical changes which seem to benefit automobiles more than
people. Communities began to recognize the history and beauty of older buildings and the value
of livable urban/town spaces. Dr. Abbott firmly believes that the survey raised awareness of
Rockville’s history and inspired people to preserve/restore their homes and to take pride in their
neighborhoods. By the late 1970s, mill building
preservation projects, including the Florence Mill in
Rockville, established a trend for saving and
repurposing historic structures for modern uses.
In the years since the survey was completed,
the information in the seven notebooks is still being
used for research. Often, new home owners or people
wishing to purchase a house in the Rockville Historic
District will visit the Society or the Rockville Library
to look up their house. Genealogists find pieces of
family history on the survey forms as well.
The Architectural Survey is one example of Dr. Abbott’s many contributions to
understanding and appreciating the local history of Vernon and Rockville. Her work in
researching and preserving our past will provide a foundation for future projects that will keep
the story of our town and its people from being lost or forgotten.

